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Abstract— The high-order compact finite difference (HCFD)
method is adapted for interconnect modeling. Based on the compact
finite difference method, the HCFD method employs the Cheby-
shev polynomials to construct the approximation framework for in-
terconnect discretization, and leads to improved equivalent-circuit
models. The HCFD-based modeling requires far fewer intervening
grid points for building an accurate discrete model of the transmis-
sion line than other numerical methods like traditional Finite Dif-
ference (FD) method. It is believed that given the number of state
variables, the presented method gives more accurate results than
other known passive discrete modeling methods. The theoretical
proof shows that HCFD-based modeling preserves the passivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

The integrated circuits and systems fabricated in the
forms of multi-chip modules (MCMs) and system-on-
chips (SOCs) have become both larger in chip area and
faster in operation. As interconnections usually have large
size, heavy density, and high order of RLCG circuit ele-
ments, reduced order modeling approaches have been em-
ployed for efficient circuit simulation. Asymptotic Wave-
form Evaluation (AWE) and its extensions are the most
well-known methods for the approximation of general lin-
ear networks [1], [2]. The Krylov subspace techniques
have been afterwards developed addressing the issue of
passivity giving rise to efficient passive reduced order al-
gorithms [3]. On the other hand, the congruence transfor-
mations have been successfully applied to reduced-order
modeling [4]. An extended technique based on Arnoldi’s
method with congruence transformations is presented in
the literature [5], in which the PRIMA algorithm was
demonstrated as an effective approach for developing pas-
sive reduced-order models.

Although the algorithms of model reductions are well
developed, they can only handle the finite order systems
in the forms of state equations. Interconnects, however,
are governed by nonlinear partial differential equations,
which are actually infinite order systems. Therefore, it
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is inevitable to represent the interconnects with approxi-
mate models involving finite state variables prior to fur-
ther model reduction. In order to efficiently perform the
reduction algorithms on the finite system, the intercon-
nect modeling needs to involve as few state variables as
possible, while retaining required accuracy. Most effort to
develop finite order models of distributed interconnect is
focused on direct discretization approaches, which gen-
erally select grid points along the lines. Since the finite
difference (FD) methods was already applied to the in-
terconnect problems, the discretization of interconnects
has been well known. Despite its simplicity, it has, how-
ever, the disadvantage that the number of grid points, de-
pending on the minimum wavelength, is generally very
large. Consequently, such an approach results in very
large numbers of lumped elements for accurate modeling
and thus sharply increase the number of state variables of
the whole circuit. This problem becomes severely worse
when tackling the 3-D interconnect structures. A com-
pact difference method with the fourth order accuracy is
employed in the literature [6]. In this discretization ap-
proach, the number of unknowns per wavelength required
for highly accurate modeling is smaller and its depen-
dence on the electrical length of the line is weaker.

The drawback of low order finite methods can be over-
come by using the high order finite methods or pseu-
dospectral methods [7]. Based on the same kind of math-
ematical fundamental, the scheme of low order finite
method is determined by low order Taylor series, while
the scheme of high order finite method is determined by
high order Taylor series. The advantage of high order
schemes is twofold: they allow one either to increase ac-
curacy while keeping the number of mesh points fixed or
to reduce the computational cost by decreasing the grid
dimension while preserving accuracy. In general, the high
order schemes have a high order truncation error. Thus,
to achieve required accuracy, the grid points used by the
high order schemes can be much sparser than those used
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by low order schemes. As a result, the high order schemes
can obtain accurate numerical solutions using very few
mesh points. Chebyshev polynomial representation, a
kind of pseudospectral methods, has been used to model
interconnects and has shown high efficiency [8]. How-
ever, it cannot guarantee passivity.

In this paper, the high-order compact finite difference
(HCFD) method is presented for passive modeling of in-
terconnects. Based on the concept of compact finite dif-
ference method, the HCFD approximation frame is con-
structed over all the grid points of the interconnects, and
the coefficients of the approximation frame are calcu-
lated by using the Chebyshev polynomials. The HCFD
method is more flexible than other compact finite dif-
ference methods in that it can achieve � -th order ap-
proximation, where � is the number of the grid points,
compared to the known compact finite difference meth-
ods which have a fixed order of approximation (e.g., 4-th
order in [9]). This paper develops in the following steps.
At first, the global approximations are reviewed and then
the specific approximation frames of the HCFD method
are constructed. The discrete modeling are derived by
using the HCFD-based approximation frames, and the
equivalent circuit models are consequently obtained. The
HCFD-based modeling is proved to guarantee passivity.
Like FD-based models, the HCFD-based discrete models
can be incorporated into popular all-purpose simulators.
Due to the global approximation, given the number of the
grid points, the presented discrete modeling is believed to
yield higher approximation accuracy than any other dis-
crete modeling does.

II. HIGH-ORDER COMPACT FINITE DIFFERENCE

METHOD

In the following discussion, we assume that for a single
RLCG interconnect, the governing Telegrapher’s equa-
tions are �� � ��� ���	��
� � � ��������
�� � ������
�� � � � ���	��
� � � ��������
 ��� ������
 � (1)

where the length of the single interconnect has been nor-
malized as ! " �$# % , and& � ��
'� � �(�)���*
 (2)+�� ��
,� � �-������
 (3)

Segmenting the interconnect with one unit length into. � sections, each section has the length / � " �1032 � . De-
fine the voltage grid set:4�576 � " � 598 � � .;: �<#�
 / � : �=#>�?�$�?� � � � 59@BADC �E#>F3� (4)

and the current grid set:4$GH8 � . � : �(#�
 / � : �E#>�$�?�$�?� � �-#HFI� (5)

as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Approximation framework.

Along the line, are distributed the continuous voltage��� �9
 and current � � �J
 (for simplicity, the distributed volt-
age

��� ���	��
 and current � � �D�	��
 are written as
��� �9
 and� � �J
 where no confusion caused). By analogy to the

compact finite difference method [9], the approximation
frames at the voltage grid points and at the current grid
points are, respectively:

��� 59K ADC 
L� ��� 5MK 
,�
@BADCN
OQP CSR K O

�� � ��� �J
?T U PWVYX (6)

� � G KZA[C 
\�]� � G K 
'�
@N
OQP C9^ K O

�� � � � �9
?T U PW_ X (7)

where R 8 O ’s and ^ 8 O ’s are to be determined by using the
Chebyshev polynomials as test functions:

` 6 � �9
,�=#` C � �J
,�-�`Ma>� �J
,� . � a �)#
�b�c�

`MdM� �9
,� . � `Mdfe C � �9
L� `9dge a � �J
 (8)

For each h , we substitute an appropriate number
of Chebyshev polynomials from

` 6 � �J
 to
` d � �J
 into

Eqn. 6, then a set of
� � �i#�
kj � � �l#�
 linear equa-

tions are obtained, with
4 R K$C � R K a �?�$�?� � R K�mc@BADCYn F being

the unknowns. The coefficients can be obtained by
solving the obtained linear equations. The coefficients4 ^ K?C � ^ K a �$�?�?�$� ^ K @ F can be calculated by the similar way.

In the process to calculate the two coefficient matriceso � 4 R 8 O F and p � 4 ^ 8 O F , not all the coefficients are
independent: some coefficients have higher priority to be
determined, and the others will be determined by the pre-
viously determined ones. Three rules for the priority are
followed.
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Rule 1: Central priority. Among those undetermined
coefficients, compute first the coefficient

4 R K O F and
4 ^ K O F

whose h ’s are closest to � � 2 .�� (the ceiling of � 2 . ).
Rule 2: Passive symmetry. The symmetry of the coeffi-

cient matrices
4 R 8 O F and

4 ^ 8 O F are forced, which leads toR 8 O � R O 8 and ^ 8 O � ^ O 8 .
Rule 3: Structural symmetry. Because the grid

points are geometrically symmetrical with respect to
the mid-point, the coefficient matrices are symmetri-
cal with respect to the secondary diagonal, i.e., R 8 O �
R mc@ e 8bADCYn mc@ e O ADCYn and ^ 8 O � R mc@ e 8cn mb@ e O n . Note that this
symmetry is a natural results of Rules 1 and 2, as long as
the grid points are uniformly distributed.

For example of
4 R K O F , this algorithm can be described

as follows:
While ( There are undetermined

4 R K O F ’s )
4

Select h and Eqns. 6 and 7 according to Rule 1.
Substitute Eqns. 8 into the selected equations.
Form a set of linear equations.
Solve the equations to obtain

4 R K O F ’s.
Apply Rule 2.
Apply Rule 3.F

Depending on the different number of Chebyshev poly-
nomials employed to determine the coefficients, the ap-
proximation at different grid points has different accuracy.
According to the above algorithm, the approximation at
the midpoint of the interconnect has the highest accuracy
( � -th order), and the accuracy decreases in the directions
to both boundaries. As a result of the algorithm, we have
the following Lemma:
Lemma 0: The coefficient matrices

o
and p determined

by using Eqns. 6 and 7 under the rules 1-3 are non-
negative, symmetric and real matrices.

For simplicity, denote
� 8 � ��� 5J8 
Z� : � " �$�?�$� � � �E#

and � 8 �l� � GH8 
Z� : � #3�?�$�?� � � � # . From Eqns. 6 and 7,
we obtain the discrete modeling approximation:����

�
� C � � 6� a � � C

...� @BADC � � @

�����
	 � � & � ��
 o

����
�

� C� a
...� @ A[C

�����
	 (9)

��
�

� a �]� C
��
 �]� a ...� @ A[C � � @

� �
	 � � +�� ��
 p

����
�

� C� a
...� @

� ���
	 (10)

where

o �
��
� R C	C �?�$� R C�mb@ A[C�n

. . .

R mc@BADCYn C �?�$� R mc@BADC�n mc@BADC�n
� �
	 (11)

p �
��
� ^ C	C �$�?� ^ CY@

. . .

^ @SC �$�?� ^ @ @
� �
	 (12)

Eqns. 9 and 10 apparently have the full globality, be-
cause the approximation is represented by the values dis-
tributed in the entire domain. The local approximations
like FD method use up to second order polynomials to
determine the coefficients, leading to the accuracy of at
best second order. The global approximations in Eqns. 9
and 10 use up to � -th order Chebyshev polynomials to
determine the approximation frame, which is the high-
est order in this case; therefore, this method is called
high-order compact finite difference (HCFD). The HCFD
method achieves the best accuracy at the midpoint, and
better accuracy at other points than semi-global or local
approximations.

One may notice that the drawback of the HCFD method
is that it generates the dense matrices ( Eqns. 11 and 12),
compared to the sparse matrices generated by FD meth-
ods. If these matrices have very large scale, the computa-
tional complexity will become worse than that of parse
matrices. However, the dimension of the matrices are
generally small. As shown in the numerical experiments,� � .

or � �� per minimum wavelength can already
give considerably accurate results. In this sense, the small
dense matrices in this method have advantage over the
large sparse matrices.

III. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL

Defining the current controlled voltage sources
(CCVS) and the voltage controlled current sources
(VCCS) by ���8 � & � ��


@BADCN
OQP C R 8 O � O (13)

where
: � #>�$�?�?�?� � �-# ; � �=#>�?�$�?� � � .

� �8 � + � ��

@N
OQP C9^ 8 O � O (14)

where
: � . �?�$�?� � � � # ; � � #3�?�$�?�?� � . Then the equiv-

alent circuit of the discrete model can be schematically
represented by Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 shows that this discrete modeling has explicit
physical meaning. The discrete model consists of a chain
of current controlled voltage sources (CCVS) and volt-
age controlled current sources (VCCS), compared to the
FD-based discrete model consisting of a cascade of RLC
elements. In Eqns. 13 and 14, every equivalent volt-
age/current source in the equivalent circuit is contributed
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Fig. 2. Equivalent discrete model.

by all of the other current/voltage state variables. The
global approximations improve the accuracy by reducing
the truncate error to up to / @ [10].

It is well known that the passivity of the interconnect
modeling is extremely important to guarantee the stability
as well as accuracy. In order to do this, the following
definitions and results [11] are used.
Lemma 1: Necessary and sufficient conditions for a
transfer function � j � matrix

� � ��
 to be passive (i.e.,� � ��
 is positive-real) are given by:
(1) each element of

� � ��
 is analytic in � � ��
�� " ,
(2)
� � ���?
,� � � � ��
 and

(3) (
� �$
�� � ��
 � � � ��
 is non-negative definite for all� � ��

	 " .

Lemma 2: An � -port network is passive if and only if its
admittance matrix

� � ��
 is positive-real.
Lemma 3: If � � ��
 is positive-real, then � e C � ��
 is
positive-real, if it exists.
Lemma 4: If � � ��
 is positive-real and � is real, then� � � � ��
 � is positive-real.

If two independent voltage excitations are connected
to

� 6
and

� @BADC
, respectively, the state equation of the

discrete model shown in Fig. 2 can be formulated by using
the modified nodal analysis (MNA):�� C ����� C � 
� � �
 � a ����� a�� �� � � � � 8

(15)

where � C �)��� C � +�� ��
 p� a �)��� a � & � ��
 o� 
 �
��
�

��# #
. . .

. . .��# #
� �
	� � ! � C � a �$�?� � @ %���� � @

is the vector of nodal
voltages;
�
� ! � C � a �$�?�W� @BADC %���� � @BADC

is the vector of branch
currents;

the matrices
� C

,
� a

,
� 
 , � C

and � a
are derived from

Eqn. 15:� C � � @��g@
and

� a � � mc@BADCYn��9mc@BADC�n
are symmetric

and nonnegative definite, having units of conductance and
resistance, respectively;

� C � � @��g@
and � a � � mc@BADC�n��Jmc@BADCYn

are symmetric
and nonnegative definite, having units of capacitance and
inductance, respectively;� 
��(� @��9mc@BADC�n

, connecting matrix, is comprised of
1 or 0.

The matrix � 8 � � a @BADC
contains two independent

voltage sources connected to the two ends of interconnect,
which can be represented as� 8 �  " �?�$� " # �?�$� "" �?�$� " " �?�$� ��# � �  ���6���@BADC � � � � �

(16)
Noting that the original port variables are

� 6
, � C , � @ A[C

and �S� @BADC
, the admittance matrix is obtained as:� � ��
,� � �  � C ����� C � 
� � �
 � a �)��� a!� e C � (17)

Theorem : The matrix
�]� ��
 in Eqn. 17 is positive-real.

Proof: Using Lemmas 1-4, the matrix
� � ��
 being

positive-real ascribes to that the following matrix is
positive-real:"

�  � C ����� C � 
� � �
 � a ����� a!� � (18)

Referring back to Lemma 1, the first two conditions
are automatically satisfied for matrix

"
. In proving that

matrix

"
satisfies condition (3), noting that matrices

� C
,� a

, � C
and � a

are all symmetric, which is guaranteed by
Lemma 0, therefore,"

� �
" � 
 � � .  � C �$#%� C && � a �'#%� a � � (19)

where # � � � ��

	 " . Since matrices
� C

,
� a

, � C
and � a

are all non-negative (Lemma 0),

"
� �
" ��
�� is there-

fore non-negative. Thus, the matrix
� � ��
 being positive-

real, the HCFD-based modeling for single interconnect
preserves passivity.

The discrete model of multi-conductor interconnects
(MTL) can be straightforwardly obtained by extending
the above formalization of the single interconnect (STL)
and also the passivity of the MTL can be guaranteed.

Once the passive discrete modeling is available, one
can calculate every poles of the impedance matrix, and in-
corporate the poles into a simulator. Another alternative
is to directly use the obtained linear equations Eqns. 9
and 10. An advantage of the latter is that it is compat-
ible with the available reduced-order algorithm and the
Krylov subspace techniques for circuit reduction, and the
further reduced-order model can be potentially obtained.
However, in this paper we will not cover the issue of re-
duction, and we will simply use Eqns. 9 and 10 to obtain
numerical results and observe the modeling efficiency.
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Referring to the criterion adopted by HSPICE [12], the
maximum frequency of interest can be evaluated by

����� Uk� " � �30��� � (20)

where
���

is the rise time of the input waveform.
The resolution of the presented method is to segment

the interconnect into
. � equal sections, where the sizes

of the segment depend on the minimum wavelength in the
spectrum. A heuristic rule of selecting � is to make �
equal to twice the number of the minimum wavelength:

� � . � � ��� U � (21)

where
����� U is the maximum frequency and

�
is the length

of the interconnect. Thus the number of segmented sec-
tions of the interconnect is

�
	 � . � ��� � � ��� U � (22)

Accordingly, the number of state variables of discrete
modeling of a line with length

�
is

� � � . � � �k��� � ���� U � � � (23)

The first example is a single interconnect having the
following PUL parameters: � � ��� " ��� 2�� , � �# "3"���� 2�� , � � �����S2�� , and � � " � " #! �2�� . As-
suming that the digital signal has rise time 0 ""� � , the
maximum frequency of interest is calculated by Eqn.20
to be 7 GHz. As the phase velocity is determined byG 	 � #�2�# �$� � 032 ��j # "�% � 2H� , the minimum wave-
length is approximately

. � � � � . The applied input is a
step voltage whose rise time is 0 "&� � . By Eqn. 22, the
number of sections using the HCFD-based modeling is
approximately calculated as 4, and by Eqn. 23 the num-
ber of state variables is 7. The analysis shows that the fre-
quency response of this modeling gives accurate results
within the band from " to more than ' GHz. The tran-
sient results are shown in Fig. 4, compared to the results
of the Method of Characteristics (MMC). The results of
the case in which the number of the sections is selected
to be 6 is also shown. Noting that the interconnect in this
example is an undistorted line, the transient simulation re-
sponse calculated by MMC is the exact value if the round
errors are ignored [13]. The rule to select the number of
grid points following Eqns. 20-23 can give considerable
accuracy.

The second example represents two parts of bus at dif-
ferent layers connected by vias, as shown in Fig. 5. The
length of each of the two identical interconnects is 2.5 cm.

+
-

50 Ω 10 nH

1pF

Vout

Fig. 3. Single interconnect.
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Fig. 4. Transient responses of single interconnect.

Using the rule that segments every minimum wave-
length into 4 sections (Eqn.22), each of the interconnects
is uniformly divided into 4 sections. The calculated wave-
forms of the main line at point A and the victim line at
point B are shown in Figs. 6 and 6, respectively.

In this example, taking the same time step, the run time
on an Ultra-1 SUN workstation by the HCFD-based mod-
eling is 1.72 ns, including the initialization and read/write
time, while that of FD in HSPICE is 6.5 ns. The run
time is reasonable considering the fact that for the min-
imum wavelength, the presented modeling needs to seg-
ment it into only

. � �(� sections and totally generates� . � � �3
;j,0Wj . �*) " state variables, while FD in HSPICE
needs 20 sections and totally generates � . j 0�j . �+� . "
state variables. This fact indicates that if the interconnect

Vin1
A

B

C
Vin2

Fig. 5. Circuit of coupled interconnects.
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Fig. 6. Transient responses at A in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. Transient responses at B in Fig. 5.

circuit gets larger, the presented discrete modeling will
gain more advantage over the FD-based modeling.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The high-order compact finite difference (HCFD)
method is presented for passive discrete interconnect
modeling, and the equivalent circuit model of intercon-
nects is derived. The presented HCFD method discretizes
the interconnect into few grid points across the entire
length of the line and computes the electrical parame-
ters at those points in order to derive accurate and effi-
cient discrete approximation. The discrete approximation
framework is determined by using Chebyshev polynomi-
als. Like the FD modeling, the presented discrete mod-
eling has explicit physical meaning, and results in equiv-

alent circuits which can be directly incorporated into cir-
cuit simulators such as SPICE. Using the global approxi-
mation, the HCFD modeling is shown to produce highly
accurate delay models, and can handle both single and
multi-conductor interconnects. For the minimum wave-
length of a single interconnect, the HCFD-based mod-
eling generates 4 sections and 7 state variables as op-
posed to 20 sections and 42 states generated by FD in
HSPICE. It is believed that the presented method gives
higher approximation accuracy than other known pas-
sive discrete modeling taking the same number of state
varibles. On the other hand, the HCFD-based modeling
uses less grid points and less state variables, and gen-
erates much smaller though denser matrices than other
FD-based methods to achieve the same accuracy. The in-
terconnect modeling approach using high-order compact
difference method preserves the passivity and generates
fast solutions.
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